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T
his paper presents an empirical comparison of polynomial-time approximation
algorithms and local search heuristics for the problem of minimizing total weighted
completion time on unrelated parallel machines. Algorithms with a worst-case performance
guarantee are based on rounding a fractional solution to an LP-relaxation or to a con-
vex quadratic-programming relaxation. We also investigate dominance relations among the
lower bounds resulting from these relaxations.
(Production-Scheduling: Multiple Machines; Linear Programming-Based Heuristics; Nonlinear
Programming-Based Heuristics; Local Search)
1. Introduction
In this paper, we make an experimental compari-
son of approximation algorithms for which we have
constant performance bounds but no empirical evi-
dence and local search heuristics that exhibit good
empirical behavior but for which we have no perfor-
mance bounds. The former algorithms are so-called
polynomial-time  -approximation algorithms, which are
algorithms that compute a feasible solution in poly-
nomial time whose value is within a factor   of the
optimal solution value;   is called the performance
guarantee of the algorithm.
The problem under consideration is the problem
of scheduling unrelated parallel machines so as to
minimize the total weighted completion time. We are
given a set of n jobs, J1     J n, each of which has to be
scheduled without interruption on one of m machines,
M1     M m, where m is part of the input. A machine
can process at most one job at a time and all jobs and
machines are available at time 0. If a job Jj is pro-
cessed on a machine Mi, it will take a positive integral
processing time pij. Furthermore, for each job we are
given a non-negative integral weight wj. The objective
is to schedule the jobs so that the sum of the weighted
completion times of the jobs is minimized. Graham
et al. (1979) denote this problem by R 
 
wjCj. Bruno
et al. (1974) and Lenstra et al. (1977) showed that
the problem of minimizing total weighted completion
time on two identical parallel machines is NP-hard;
R 
 
wjCj is NP-hard in the strong sense. In the case
that the jobs have the same weight, the problem can
be formulated as a bipartite matching problem, which
can be solved in polynomial time (Horn 1973, Bruno
et al. 1974). In case there is only one machine the
problem is also easy: Sequence the jobs in order of
non-increasing ratios wj/p1j (Smith 1956). Hence, the
problem reduces to assigning the jobs appropriately
to the machines; once the jobs have been assigned to
the machines, we sequence the jobs on each machine
by the ratio rule.
The ﬁrst polynomial-time approximation algo-
rithm for minimizing the total weighted comple-
tion time on unrelated parallel machines was given
by Phillips et al. (1997), who achieved a perfor-
mance ratio  log
2n . Hall et al. (1997) presented a
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polynomial-time 16/3-approximation algorithm that
uses an LP-relaxation in time-indexed variables and
relies on the rounding technique of Shmoys and
Tardos (1993) for the generalized assignment prob-
lem. This result was successively improved by Schulz
and Skutella to performance guarantees 2 +   and
3/2 +  , where   is an arbitrary positive value
(Schulz and Skutella 1997a,b). They also used LP-
relaxations in time-indexed variables. Skutella pre-
sented a polynomial-time 3/2-approximation algo-
rithm that was based on a convex quadratic relaxation
(Skutella 1998). On the negative side, Hoogeveen
et al. (1998) showed that the problem is APX-hard, i.e.,
there exists an  >0 such that there does not exist a
polynomial-time  1+  -approximation for this prob-
lem, unless P = NP.
Little work has been done on experimental com-
parison of these kinds of approximation algorithms
and local search heuristics. Previous work of this
sort includes the following. Johnson and McGeoch
(1997) made a case study in local optimization for
the traveling-salesman problem, in which they also
experimentally analyzed several constructive heuris-
tics with a worst-case or probabilistic performance
guarantee. In the area of scheduling Hariri and Potts
(1991) examined the empirical behavior of the ear-
liest completion time (ECT) heuristic and several
two-phase heuristics for the problem of minimizing
makespan on unrelated parallel machines, R Cmax.I n
the ﬁrst phase of the two-phase algorithms, an LP-
relaxation is solved to generate a partial schedule;
the second phase consists of an exact or heuristic
method to schedule the remaining jobs. The perfor-
mance guarantees of the two-phase heuristics they
examined are 2 and  2+ log2 m−1   , the perfor-
mance guarantee of the ECT heuristic is m. Their
conclusion was that these constructive methods are
quite unsatisfactory, as deviations of more than 10%
from the optimal solution value are common. They
also applied an improvement heuristic to the obtained
solutions, which achieved a signiﬁcant reduction in
the makespan at very small computational costs.
Glass et al. (1994) extended this research by analyz-
ing the empirical performance of other local search
heuristics for this problem. Although it is difﬁcult
to compare the results of these two papers, as the
quality of the solution is measured as the relative
deviation from the best obtained solution, which
might not be the same in both papers, and the time
spent on the local search heuristics is not equiva-
lent to the time spent on the constructive heuris-
tics, the results indicate that genetic descent, simu-
lated annealing, and tabu search outperform the con-
structive heuristics; the local search heuristics have
a deviation of about 1%. Savelsbergh et al. (1998)
studied the quality of lower bounds for the prob-
lem of minimizing total weighted completion time
on a single machine with release dates for the jobs,
obtained by LP-relaxations, and they also studied
the quality of upper bounds delivered by a number
of approximation algorithms based on these relax-
ations. The best algorithms come within a few per-
cent of the optimum. Although there are a few excep-
tions, they also concluded that the higher the qual-
ity of the solution to the LP-relaxation, the better the
approximation algorithms perform. Uma and Wein
(1998) made an analytical and empirical comparison
of lower bounds for the same problem and also used
some rounding techniques to obtain feasible solu-
tions. They also applied simple local search heuris-
tics to the solutions obtained by these approxima-
tion algorithms as well as to solutions from scratch.
The best results were obtained by applying the local
search heuristics to the solutions obtained by good
approximation algorithms. Recently Van der Linden
(2000) made a computational study on the empirical
behavior of a convex quadratic approximation algo-
rithm of Skutella (2001) for the problem of minimiz-
ing the total weighted completion time on unrelated
parallel machines with release dates for the jobs. She
compared the results to the solutions of an LP-based
approximation algorithm by Schulz and Skutella
(1997b). On all test instances, the LP-relaxation gave
better lower bounds than the convex quadratic relax-
ation. In Section 3, we prove that for the case of triv-
ial release dates the LP-relaxation is guaranteed to
give better bounds than the convex quadratic relax-
ation. Van der Linden also used the convex quadratic
relaxation in a branch-and-bound method, which was
able to solve problem instances up to 20 jobs and 5
machines.
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Our paper is organized as follows. In the following
section, we discuss the heuristics for which we have
a constant performance guarantee. In Section 3 we
discuss the dominance relations of the lower bounds
obtained by the relaxations discussed in Section 2,
and in Section 4 we describe the local search heuris-
tics. Next we make some remarks on implementation
details and we discuss the results of our empirical
evaluation. Finally, in Section 6 we make some con-
cluding remarks.
2. Approximation Algorithms
With a Constant Guarantee
The heuristics for which we have a constant guaran-
tee are all based on rounding a fractional solution to
some relaxation. The rounding of the fractional solu-
tions is done in the same way for all three relaxations.
The main idea is to exploit the values of the relax-
ation as probabilities with which jobs are assigned to
machines: Each job is assigned to a machine using
these probabilities. This way of randomized rounding
can be derandomized using the method of conditional
expectations, with no difference in performance guar-
antees, but at the cost of increased, but still polyno-
mial, running times.
2.1. Convex Quadratic Programming Relaxation
The ﬁrst relaxation we consider is due to Skutella
(1998). He introduced a convex quadratic-program-
ming relaxation that leads to a polynomial-time 3/2-
approximation algorithm. The basic observation is
that the problem is reduced to an assignment prob-
lem. Therefore, the problem can be formulated as an
integer quadratic program in nm assignment vari-
ables, zij. The integer quadratic program, which forms
the basis of the relaxation, is given in (IQP), where
k ≺i j means that according to the ratio rule job Jk
precedes job Jj on machine Mi. Constraints (2) ensure
that the completion time of a job is its own process-
ing time plus the processing times of its predeces-
sors on the machine on which it is scheduled and






 IQP  s.t.
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zij ∈  0 1  ∀i j (3)
In (6), the quadratic objective function is con-
vexiﬁed by carefully raising the diagonal entries
of the matrix determining the quadratic term until
it becomes positive semideﬁnite and the func-
tion becomes convex. Adding constraint (5), which
ensures that the sum of weighted completion times is
at least the sum of weighted processing times, results
in the convex quadratic programming problem given
in (CQP). Solving this problem and then applying the






zij = 1 ∀j (4)
















zij ≥ 0 ∀i j (7)
2.2. Time-Indexed Variables on
Processing Intervals
Schulz and Skutella (1997a,b) generalized an LP-
relaxation in time-indexed variables that was intro-
duced by Dyer and Wolsey (1990) for the single-
machine scheduling problem with release dates. It
contains decision variables, yijt, indicating whether
job Jj is being processed on machine Mi during the
time interval  t t+1 , for integral t, where t ranges
from 0 to T −1, with T an upper bound on the length
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of a schedule. The resulting LP-relaxation is a 3/2-
relaxation of the scheduling problem under consider-
ation, i.e., the value of an optimal schedule is within a
factor 3/2 of the optimum LP value. Moreover, solv-
ing this LP-relaxation and applying the randomized
rounding procedure yields a solution with expected
value no more than 3/2 times the optimal value.

















 yijt/pij t+1/2 





yijt ≥ 0 ∀i j t (13)
To see that this is indeed a relaxation of R 
 
wjCj,
consider an arbitrary feasible schedule, where job Jj
is being continuously processed between time Sj and
Sj +phj on machine Mh. Then yijt = 1i fi = h and t ∈
 Sj     S j +phj −1  and yijt = 0 otherwise. The right-
hand side in (11) corresponds for these values of yijt to
the completion time of Jj in the schedule. This relax-
ation can be strengthened by adding the constraint
that a job can be processed by at most one machine
during each time interval:
 
i
yijt ≤ 1 ∀j t  (14)
As the time horizon, T, can be exponential in
the input size, this relaxation may suffer from an
exponential number of variables and constraints.
One can overcome this drawback by turning to
interval-indexed variables. The time intervals Schulz
and Skutella used are of the form I0 =  0 1  and
Il =   1 +   l−1  1 +   l  for l = 1     logT/log 1 +
  , where  >0 can be chosen arbitrarily small. The









yijl Il /pij = 1 ∀j (16)
 













 yijl Il /pij 1+  
l−1






yijl Il ∀ j (20)
yijl ≥ 0 ∀i j l (21)
Any feasible solution, ¯ y,o f( LPY) plus con-
straints (14) can be transformed into a feasible solu-
tion, y,t o( LPY ) with the same or lower value. This
is done by setting yijl =
 
t   t t+1 ∩Il / Il ¯ yijt. Hence,
the optimal value of (LPY ) is at most equal to the
optimal value of (LPY), including (14).
This leads to a  3/2+  -relaxation of polynomial
size and a polynomial-time  3/2+  -approximation
algorithm; in the subsequent sections, this method
will be referred to as the LPY approach. Notice that the
size of the relaxation still depends substantially on the
time horizon and may be huge for small values of  .
2.3. Time-Indexed Variables on Starting Times
The LP-relaxation used by Schulz and Skutella yields
a poor lower bound, as even a 0 − 1 solution to
this relaxation does not necessarily correspond to a
feasible schedule. Therefore, we have implemented
another relaxation. This is a generalization of a sec-
ond LP-relaxation introduced by Dyer and Wolsey for
the single-machine scheduling problem with release
dates. The problem is formulated as an integer pro-
gram in time-indexed variables, xijt, denoting whether
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job Jj starts being processed on machine Mi at time t.


















 t+pij xijt ∀j (24)
xijt ∈  0 1  ∀i j t (25)
The LP-relaxation is obtained by relaxing the inte-
grality constraints (25) to non-negativity constraints
and will be denoted by (LPX).
As with LP problem (LPY), the time horizon, T, can
be an exponential in the input size. Instead of trying
to reduce the size of the LP problem, we solved this
large problem by column generation, generalizing the
work of Van den Akker et al. (2000) on the above-
mentioned single-machine problem.
To reduce the number of constraints we apply
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. The constraints (23)
and the non-negativity constraints describe a poly-
tope P. This polytope can be written as the Carte-





s=t−pij+1xjt ≤ 1 t= 1     T . Hence a point x ∈ P
can be written as x =  x 1      x m  , where x i  ∈ Pi
(i = 1     m). The polytopes Pi have integral vertices
(Van den Akker et al. 2000), and these vertices can
be considered as schedules on machine Mi in which
jobs do not have to be processed exactly once, as they




1       
 i 
Ki be the extreme points of Pi. Then
any x i  ∈ Pi can be written as a convex combi-






l . The LP-relaxation can be



































l = 1 i = 1     m (27)
 
 i 
l ≥ 0 (28)
Note that the solutions of (LPX) and (LPX ) are in a
one-to-one correspondence.
Observe that the jth element of the column corre-






l  jt, is equal to the num-
ber of times that job Jj occurs in the semi-schedule
 
 i 
l . This means that the column corresponding to
the semi-schedule  
 i 
l only indicates how many times
each job occurs in this schedule. The cost coefﬁcient
of  
 i 
l is equal to the cost of the semi-schedule  
 i 
l .
By reformulating this way, the number of con-
straints is decreased signiﬁcantly from n + mT to
n+m. The number of variables, however, has
increased to the total number of extreme points of the
polytopes Pi. Fortunately, this does not matter, since
the problem can be solved through column genera-
tion. To apply column generation, we have to ﬁnd
an efﬁcient way to determine a column with mini-
mal reduced cost, i.e., to solve a pricing problem. We
determine for each machine such a minimal column
in the same way as Van den Akker et al. The reduced
cost of the variable  
 i 
















where  j denotes the dual variable of constraint (26)
for job Jj, and  i denotes the dual variable of con-
straints (27) for machine Mi.
Recall that each extreme point  
 i 
l represents a semi-
schedule on machine Mi. These semi-schedules can be
represented by paths in a network in the following
way. The nodes of the network correspond to time
points 0 1     T. For each job Jj and each period s,
with s ≤ T −pij +1, there is an arc from s to s +pij
that indicates the machine processes job Jj from time
s to time s +pij; we say that this arc corresponds to
the variable  x i  js. Furthermore, for each time point
t there is an idle time arc from t to t +1 that indi-
cates that the machine is idle in period  t t+1 . Any
directed path from 0 to T corresponds to a semi-
schedule  
 i 
l on machine Mi, and vice versa.
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If we set the length of the arc corresponding to
 x i  jt equal to cijt − j, for all j and t, and the length
of all idle time arcs equal to 0, then the reduced cost
of the variable  
 i 
l is equal to the length of path corre-
sponding to  
 i 
l minus the dual variable  i. Therefore,
ﬁnding a column with minimal reduced costs boils
down to ﬁnding the shortest path in a directed acyclic
network with arbitrary weights. As the network is
directed and acyclic, the shortest path problem can be
solved in  nT  time.
As we do not know of any analytical bounds on
the number of columns that have to be generated and
T might not be a polynomial in the input size, we
have no polynomial-time guarantee for solving the LP
problem.
As a corollary to the work of Schulz and Skutella,
solving the LP problem and then applying the ran-
domized rounding technique yields a performance
guarantee of 3/2. This method will be called the LPX
approach.
3. Dominance Relations Among
Lower Bounds
The LP-relaxations and the CQP-relaxation described
in the previous section provide us with lower bounds.
In the following theorems, we discuss the domi-
nance relations between the lower bounds obtained
by (LPX), (LPY), and (CQP).
Theorem 1. Let ZLPX be the value of an optimal solu-
tion to (LPX) and (LPX ) and let ZCQP denote the value of
an optimal solution to (CQP). Then ZLPX ≥ ZCQP.
Proof. Consider a feasible solution   =   
 i 
l   for









l is the vector consisting of the ﬁrst n ele-
ments of the column in (LPX ) corresponding to vari-
able  
 i 
l , i.e., the jth element of n
 i 
l is the number of
copies of Jj occurring in semi-schedule  
 i 
l .
Let ci ∈ n be given by cij = wjpij and Di =  d
 i 
jk jk ∈
n×n be deﬁned as d
 i 










and ZCQP z  as













then  z Z  ∈ nm ×, with z =  z1     z m  and Z ≥










= 1, for all j.
The sum of the completion times of all copies of Jj


















Thus the weighted sum of completion times for a
machine Mi in (LPX )i s
Z
X
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As all elements of n
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i zi  (30)
Skutella (1998) proved that the matrix Di is posi-
tive semi-deﬁnite, thus the function fi x  = 1/2cT
i x+
























i  z   (31)
By (30) we know that
 
i ZX
i    ≥
 
i cT




i     ≥
 
i ZC
i  z . Hence,










i  z 
 
= ZCQP z  
Thus, any feasible solution for (LPX ) can be con-
verted to a feasible solution for (CQP) with value at
most equal to the value of the solution for (LPX ).
Hence, ZLPX ≥ ZCQP.
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Theorem 2. Let ZLPX be the value of an optimal solu-
tion to (LPX) and (LPX ) and let ZLPY denote the optimal
value to (LPY) plus constraints  14 . Then ZLPX ≥ ZLPY.
Proof. Consider a feasible solution for (LPX) and

















It is easy to verify that y satisﬁes constraints (9), (10),














 t+pij xijt 
and the right-hand side of constraint (11) is
 
i t











t +pij−1  
t=t 




 t+pij xijt 
Hence, CY
j = max 
 
i t yijt 
 
i t yijt/pij t+1/2 +1/2 ×
yijt ≤
 
i t t+pij xijt and the optimal value to (LPX)i s
at least as large as the optimal value to (LPY).
To establish the relation between (LPY) and (CQP),
we need the following lemma, which speciﬁes an
optimal solution to (LPY) without constraints (12)
for a given fractional assignment of the jobs to the
machines.
Lemma 1. Let z =  zij  ∈ nm
+ and let ¯ y ∈ nmT
+ be
¯ yijt =   t t+1 ∩ Sij S ij +pijzij   
where Sij =
 







 yijt/pij t+1/2 +1/2yijt 
over all y ∈Y z = y ∈nmT
+  
 
j yijt ≤1 
 
t yijt/pij =zij .
Proof. First note that, by construction, ¯ y satisﬁes
 
j ¯ yijt ≤ 1 for all i t, and
 
t yijt/pij = zij, and so ¯ y ∈
Y z . In addition ¯ y has the property that for all i there







1i f t<s i,
 i if t = si,
0i f t>s i.
Consider a solution y ∈ Y z , such that y  = ¯ y. Then
there exists an triple  i j t  such that yijt < ¯ yijt. Let
 i k t   be such a triple, with minimal t . Note that
by construction of ¯ y and minimality of t , yijt = ¯ yijt
for all t<t  , and thus there exists a t   >t   such that
yikt   > ¯ yikt  .
If
 
j yijt  < 1, then we construct y  by adding   =
min 1−
 
j yijt  y ikt    to yikt  and subtracting the same
value from yikt  . Clearly, y  ∈ Y z , and f y −f y   =
wk/pik  t  −t  >0.
If
 
j yijt  = 1, then there is an l such that yilt  >
¯ yilt  ≥ 0. By construction of ¯ y we have k ≺i l. Let   =
min yilt  y ikt    ¯ yikt  −yikt   and construct y  by adding
  to yikt  and yilt   and subtracting it from yikt   and yilt .
Then, clearly y  ∈ Y z and
f y −f y
   = wk/pik  t
  −t
  +wl/pil  t
 −t
   
=   t
  −t
   wk/pik−wl/pil  ≥ 0 
Hence, we have constructed a solution that has the
same or lower value and is closer to ¯ y. Setting y = y 
and repeating this procedure results in the solution ¯ y,
and it has the same or lower value than all intermedi-
ate solutions. That is, f ¯ y ≤ f y for all y ∈ Y z .
Theorem 3. Let ZLPY be the value of an optimal solu-
tion to (LPY) and let ZCQP denote the optimal solution
value to (CQP). Then ZLPY ≥ ZCQP.
Proof. Let  y CY ∈nmT ×n be a feasible solution
for (LPY) and let z ∈ nm be deﬁned as zij =
 
t yijt/pij,
and ZCQP z  as
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j  y  
Let ¯ y be the feasible solution for (LPY) as deﬁned in
Lemma 1, i.e.,
¯ yijt =   t t+1 ∩ Sij S ij +pijzij   
where Sij =
 
k≺ij pikzik. Let  ij = Sij − Sij  and  ij =
 Sij +pijzij − Sij +pijzij . Then
¯ yijt =

        
        
1− ij if t =  Sij  and
 Sij  <  Sij +pijzij −1,
1− ij if t =  Sij +pijzij −1 and
 Sij  <  Sij +pijzij −1,
1− ij − ij if t =  Sij =  Sij +pijzij −1,
1i f  Sij  <t< Sij +pijzij −1,
0 otherwise.
Let CY
ij  ¯ y  be deﬁned as
C
Y
ij  ¯ y =
 
t
 ¯ yijt/pij t+1/2 +1/2¯ yijt  
If  Sij =  Sij +pijzij −1, then 1− ij − ij = pijzij and
C
Y
ij  ¯ y  = 1− ij − ij/pij Sij − ij +1/2 +1/2pijzij
= 1/2pijzij +zij Sij +1/2pijzij +1− ij




+1/pij1/2  ij − ij   ij + ij −1   (34)
If  Sij  <  Sij +pijzij −1, then
C
Y
ij  ¯ y  = 1− ij/pij Sij − ij +1/2 +1− ij/pij
× Sij +pijzij + ij −1/2 
+1/pij pijzij −2+ ij + ij 
× Sij +1/2pijzij −1/2  ij − ij  +1/2pijzij
= 1/2pijzij +1/pij pijzij + ij + ij 
× Sij +1/2pijzij −1/2  ij − ij  
− ij/pij Sij − ij +1/2 − ij/pij




+1/pij1/2  ij − ij   ij + ij −1   (35)
Thus in both cases
C
Y
ij  ¯ y  = 1/2pijzij +1/2pijz
2
ij +zijSij
+1/pij1/2  ij − ij   ij + ij −1  
Consider a machine Mi and assume w.l.o.g. that  j  
pijzij > 0  =  1     K , and that J1 ≺i    ≺i JK. Then
 i1 = 0 and, as Si j+1 = Sij +pijzij,  i j+1 = 1− ij, for




































1/2  ij − 
2
ij  wj/pij −wj+1/pi j+1 















The last inequality is true as 0 ≤  ij < 1 and thus  ij −
 2
ij ≥ 0 and by the ordering of the jobs, we have that
wj/pij ≥ wj+1/pi j+1.





















ij  y  
The last inequality is due to Lemma 1. Thus ZCQP z ≤
ZLPY y .
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(LPY) plus constraints (14) yields a higher lower
bound than (LPY), and thus also a higher bound than
(CQP). However, as (LPY ) is a underestimate of (LPY)
plus constraints (14), it does not need to be the case
that ZLPY  ≥ ZCQP, where ZLPY  is the optimal solution
to (LPY ).
The inequalities in the above theorems are strict, as
is shown in the following example.
Example 1. Consider an instance with three jobs
and two machines. Job J1 can only be processed on
machine M1 and has processing time p11 = 3 and
weight w1 = 11. J2 can only be processed on machine
M2 and has weight w2 =1 and processing time p22 =1.
Job J3 can be processed on both machines. Its pro-
cessing times are p13 = 2 and p23 = 6 and its weight is
w3 = 7.
The optimal solution to (LPX) is the optimal sched-
ule: J1 and J3 are processed by M1 and J2 is sched-
uled on machine M2. The optimal value to (LPX)i s
ZLPX =69. The optimal solution to (LPY) with or with-
out constraints (14) has value ZLPY = 671/2; in this
solution J1 is assigned to the time slots [0, 1), [1, 2)
and [2, 3) on M1, J2 is assigned to the time slot [2, 3)
on M2, and J3 is fully assigned to the time slots [3, 4)
on M1 and [0, 1) and [1, 2) on M2 and for one third
to time slot [4, 5) on M1. Finally, the optimal solu-
tion to (CQP) assigns J3 for 41/56 to M1 and for 15/56
to M2. The optimal value to (CQP)i sZCQP = 7503/
112 = 66 991.
4. Local Search
We compare the algorithms described in the previ-
ous section to local search heuristics. Local search is a
family of methods that iteratively search through the
set of feasible solutions. Starting from an initial solu-
tion, a local search procedure moves from one feasible
solution to a neighboring solution until some stop-
ping criteria are met.
The choice of a suitable neighborhood function
has an important inﬂuence on the performance of
local search methods. Recall that the problem can be
reduced to the problem of assigning the jobs appro-
priately to the machines. Hence, we represent a sched-
ule by the assignment of the jobs to the machines.
We consider two types of neighborhood functions.
First, for the jump neighborhood, we select a job Jj
Figure 1 Jump
and a machine Mi such that Jj is not scheduled on
machine Mi. A neighbor is formed by moving job Jj
to machine Mi (see Figure 1).
The second neighborhood function is called swap.
For this neighborhood, we select two jobs Jj and Jk,
assigned to different machines, and the neighbor is
obtained by interchanging their machine allocation
(see Figure 2).
Besides applying the local search methods to the
solutions obtained by the heuristics described in the
previous section, they are also applied to randomly
generated initial solutions. We have two strategies to
generate these random solutions. The ﬁrst strategy
is the completely random strategy, in which we assign
each job independently and uniformly to one of the m
machines. In the second strategy, called random greedy,
the jobs are, in random order, greedily assigned to the
machines, that is, given a partial schedule and the ﬁrst
job that still has to be scheduled, the job is assigned to
the machine for which the total weighted completion
time of the new partial schedule is minimal.
We have implemented two local search heuristics:
multi-start iterative improvement and tabu search.
4.1. Multi-Start Iterative Improvement
Iterative improvement is a simple form of local search.
A neighbor is only accepted if this solution has lower
cost. If no neighbor has lower cost, a local minimum
has been found and the procedure terminates.
Figure 2 Swap
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There are several ways to select the neighbor to
move to. First, there is ﬁrst improvement: We move to
the ﬁrst neighbor encountered that has lower cost.
Another strategy for selecting the neighbor is best
improvement: Move to the neighbor that has lowest
cost among all neighbors. Initial tests showed that the
neighbor selecting methods perform equally well.
Multi-start iterative improvement refers to a repeat-
ed application of the iterative improvement procedure
on multiple initial solutions. Note that we only apply
multi-start iterative improvement on randomly gen-
erated starting solutions. To make a fair comparison
with the other methods, the number of repetitions is
chosen such that the total time spent on this proce-
dure is about the same as that for the others.
4.2. Tabu Search
In tabu search, moves to non-improving neighboring
solutions are also allowed, so that we can get out of
local minima. To avoid cycling, that is, returning to
the same solutions, some information about solutions
visited in past iterations are stored in a so-called tabu
list. If a neighbor satisﬁes the properties of an entry
in the tabu list, this solution is tabu and it may not
be visited, unless it has value that is lower than the
best found solution so far or satisﬁes some other aspi-
ration criteria. The tabu list contains a limited num-
ber of entries and thus a limited number of forbidden
properties.
The information stored in the tabu list due to a
jump move is the job that has changed its machine
allocation. If the move is due to a swap, we look at
the contribution of the two swapped jobs to the objec-
tive function before and after the swap. The swapped
job that has lowest decrease or highest increase in
its contribution is stored in the tabu list. Hence, after
each move, jump, or swap, we store one job in the
tabu list. This job has to remain on its new machine
for a number of iterations, unless moving it yields a
better solution than found so far. The number of iter-
ations during which a job has a ﬁxed machine alloca-
tion is equal to the length of the tabu list which, after
some initial experiments, we have chosen to be n/2
whenever n<40 and 20 otherwise.
In our tabu search procedure, we use best improve-
ment for ﬁnding the neighbor to move to. However, if
a move is made to a non-improving neighbor, we only
allow jumps. The reason for this is that a jump creates
more space on the machine from which the job is leav-
ing than a swap and thus allows for better improve-
ments in the subsequent iterations. Initial tests show
indeed that tabu search with this feature gives better
results than tabu search where non-improving swaps
are also accepted.
Another feature of our tabu search procedure is the
backjump; cf. the tabu search procedure of Nowicki
and Smutnicki (1996) for the job-shop problem: If
we have made 500 non-improving moves without
improving the best found solution, we return to this
solution and move to a neighbor that has not been
visited yet directly from this solution.
In the case that tabu search is applied to the solu-
tions obtained by the heuristics with constant per-
formance guarantee, the procedure terminates when
there have been too many, that is 20, backjumps to the
same solution. In the case of randomly generated start
solutions, we repeat the procedure of applying tabu
search to a start solution until the total time spent is
about the same as for the other procedures.
5. Computational Experience
5.1. Test Instances
Our heuristics have been tested on instances with size
varying from 10 jobs and 5 machines to 100 jobs and
50 machines. The solution quality may depend on
the structure of the test instances. To allow for pos-
sible variations in performance, three classes of test
instances were considered, each of which is based on
a different method of generating the processing time
pij of job Jj on machine Mi.
• No correlation: All processing times pij are inde-
pendently drawn from the uniform distribution over
 10 100 ; wj is an integer from the uniform distribu-
tion over  1 100 .
• Machine correlation: pij is an integer from the uni-
form distribution over   i   i+10  where  i is an inte-
ger from the uniform distribution over  1 100  wj is
an integer from the uniform distribution over  1 100 .
• Favorite machines: Each job Jj has two favorite
machines, Mi1 j  and Mi2 j , which are randomly
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Table 1 Lower Bounds: Average (Maximum) Relative Deviation in From Best Lower Bound
n×m 10×10 20×20 50×50 10×52 0 ×10 50×20 100×50 Average
CQP −5 13 −5 17 −4 35 −3 69 −3 67 −2 76 −3 35 −4 02
 −11 82   −10 23   −9 02   −8 02   −8 46   −4 98   −5 69 
LPY
  −4 48 −4 41 −3 85 −5 01 −5 10 −4 95 −5 00 −4 68
 −10 28   −9 20   −8 65   −9 08   −8 65   −7 14   −7 81 
selected; pi1 j  j and pi2 j  j are drawn from the uni-
form distribution over   j   j+4 , where  j is an inte-
ger from the uniform distribution over  15 25 , and
pij i  = i1 j  i2 j   is drawn from the uniform distribu-
tion over  70 90  wj is an integer from the uniform
distribution over  1 100 .
For each value of m and n, 50 instances have been
generated for each of the three instance classes.
5.2. Implementational Details
Multi-start iterative improvement, tabu search, and
both LP approaches have been implemented in C,
using CPLEX for solving the LP problems. The CQP
approach has been coded in Matlab, and we use
SeDuMi (Sturm 1999) for solving the CQP problem.
The reason for implementing the CQP approach in
Matlab instead of C is that SeDuMi is only available
in Matlab. The tests have been run on a Sun Ultra-1,
140 MHz, with 256 MB memory.
5.3. Computational Results
Before looking how good the schedules, obtained by
the several algorithms, are, we ﬁrst look at the quality
of the lower bounds. In Table 1, we show the average
relative deviation of the lower bounds obtained by
the CQP and LPY
 -relaxation from the best obtained
lower bounds, which are all obtained by the LPX-
relaxation as shown in Section 3. The average and
maximum are taken over all instances.
We see that for the square instances, where the
number of jobs is equal to the number of machines,
Table 2 Lower Bounds: Average Relative Deviation in % From Best Lower Bound— Machine-
Correlated Instances
n×m 10×10 20×20 50×50 10×52 0 ×10 50×20 100×50 Average
CQP −6 27 −6 04 −5 27 −4 12 −4 57 −3 68 −3 83 −4 83
LPY
  −7 17 −7 31 −7 12 −6 26 −6 61 −6 25 −6 52 −6 75
the LPY
 -relaxation yields somewhat better lower
bounds, whereas the CQP-relaxation yields the better
lower bounds for the rectangular instances. The rea-
son can be found in the fact that the schedule length
for square instances is on average shorter than that
for the rectangular instances with the same number of
machines and, therefore, the LPY
 -relaxation is closer
to the LPY-relaxation. On average, the CQP and LPY
 -
relaxation are about 4% to 5% from the lower bounds
obtained by the LPX-relaxation. For the uncorre-
lated and favorite machine instances, there is the
same behavior, whereas for the machine correlated
instances the CQP-relaxation is better for the square
as well as the rectangular instances; these results are
found in Table 2. In the machine correlated instances
all jobs have the same favored machine, which results
in a somewhat higher schedule length. Because of
this higher schedule length, the LPY
 -relaxation has a
larger deviation from the LPY-relaxation, resulting in
a worse lower bound.
The upper bounds, i.e., values of schedules,
obtained by the CQP, LPY, and LPX approach are
given in Table 3.
The LPX approach yields the best upper bounds
of these three methods, on average around 0 13%
from the best lower bound. The reason that the LPX
approach yields better solutions is that the solution to
the LPX-relaxation is much closer to a real schedule
than the solutions to the CQP and LPY
 -relaxations,
that is, the number of jobs Jj for which there is a
machine Mi such that
 
t xijt = 1 is much larger than
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Table 3 Heuristics With Constant Guarantee: Average (Maximum) Relative Deviation in %
From BestLower Bound
n×m 10×10 20×20 50×50 10×52 0 ×10 50×20 100×50 Average
CQP 1 20 1 23 1 48 1 02 1 19 1 19 1 37 1 24
 9 38   6 57   3 56   5 61   4 55   3 46   3 26 
LPY 0 69 0 77 0 81 0 84 0 96 1 05 1 12 0 89
 7 05   2 99   2 68   4 77   4 10   3 07   3 01 
LPX 0 07 0 08 0 06 0 15 0 16 0 20 0 17 0 13
 1 51   1 25   0 71   3 48   2 65   0 91   1 24 
the number of jobs for which there is a machine Mi
such that
 
t yijt/pij = 1o rzij = 1, respectively.
In Table 4 we report on the average relative devi-
ation from the best lower bound obtained by the
CQP, LPY, and LPX approaches for the machine cor-
related instances. Although the lower bounds for the
LPY
 -relaxation are worse than those for the CQP-
relaxation, we see that the values of the schedules
obtained by the LPY approach are not worse than
those obtained by the CQP approach. The reason for
this is that the average number of fractional assign-
ments obtained by the CQP-relaxation is not less than
the number of fractional assignment obtained by the
LPY
 -relaxation.
Table 5 shows the results of applying iterative
improvement, denoted by II, and tabu search, denoted
by TS, to the solutions of the heuristics with a con-
stant guarantee. We see that applying a simple iter-
ative improvement procedure to the CQP and LPY
solutions, although improving the solutions signif-
icantly, still yields results that are not better than
the solution of the LPX approach. Applying tabu
search to the solutions of the CQP and LPY approach
yields results that are on average as good as the LPX
approach; note that the tabu search solutions are all
very close to optimal as their values are only about
0 1% away from the best lower bound. Tabu search
Table 4 Heuristics With Constant Guarantee: Average Relative Deviation in % From Best
Lower Bound—Machine-Correlated Instances
n×m 10×10 20×20 50×50 10×52 0 ×10 50×20 100×50 Average
CQP 1.54 1.56 1.69 1.16 1.63 1.75 1.68 1.57
LPY 0.94 1.30 1.43 1.15 1.36 1.63 1.61 1.34
LPX 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.07
applied to the LPX solution yields the best results: on
average less than 0 1% from the best lower bound.
In Table 6, the results of the local search heuristics
are given. We have used two different time bounds
as stopping criteria for the local search heuristics. The
ﬁrst one is that the time is equal to the time used by
the LPX approach; the second time bound is that the
time is equal to the time used by the LPX approach
and applying tabu search to these solutions. The latter
will be denoted by the extension “long.” We see that
tabu search applied to a good starting solution yields
better results than applying it to random start solu-
tions and the multi-start iterative improvement pro-
cedures. The multi-start iterative improvement proce-
dures perform better than the tabu search applied to
the randomly generated start solutions. This implies
that it is hard to get out of the local optima and it is
better to have many start solutions and do a simple
improvement procedure than to do a more sophisti-
cated improvement procedure on few start solutions.
In Table 7, we report on the performance of the sev-
eral heuristics on the hardest instances for the LPX
approach. For each size, we have chosen from all
the instances the one for which the LPX approach
has the worst performance ratio. We see that for
these instances the tabu search procedure applied to
the schedule obtained by the LPX approach yields a
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Table 5 Heuristics With Constant Guarantee Plus Local Search: Average Relative Deviation
in % From BestLower Bound
n×m 10×10 20×20 50×50 10×52 0 ×10 50×20 100×50 Average
CQP 1.20 1.23 1.48 1.02 1.19 1.19 1.37 1.24
CQP +II 0.50 0.45 0.68 0.34 0.40 0.44 0.59 0.48
CQP +TS 0.06 0.06 0.18 0.12 0.11 0.18 0.27 0.14
LPY 0.69 0.77 0.81 0.84 0.96 1.05 1.12 0.89
LPY +II 0.29 0.23 0.36 0.25 0.35 0.40 0.47 0.34
LPY +TS 0.06 0.07 0.15 0.12 0.11 0.16 0.23 0.13
LPX 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.15 0.16 0.20 0.17 0.13
LPX +II 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.11 0.10
LPX +TS 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.08 0.08
schedule that is the best found or close to the best
found schedule. Moreover, we see that the CQP and
LPY approaches on these hard instances for the LPX
approach do not perform much better, except for the
CQP approach on the instance of size 10×10.
Finally, Table 8 reports on the time it takes to ﬁnd
the solutions for the heuristics with guarantees. As
the local search procedures that are applied to the
randomly generated start solutions take about the
same time as the LPX approach, we do not report
on the time usage of these heuristics. Applying iter-
ative improvement to the solutions obtained by the
good start solutions takes about 0 02 seconds for the
largest instances. Therefore, the time for obtaining the
good start solution hardly differs from the time of
obtaining it and then applying iterative improvement
to it. Although solving the LPX-relaxation has no
polynomial-time guarantee, we see that this method
is fastest. The smallest instances are solved in a few
seconds. The CQP approach needs on average more
than 15 minutes, and the LPY approach even needs
around 40 minutes for solving instances of size 100×
50. The LPX approach is much faster: It takes about 10
Table 6 LPX Versus Local Search: Average Relative Deviation in % From Best Lower Bound
n×m 10×10 20×20 50×50 10×52 0 ×10 50×20 100×50 Average
LPX 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.15 0.16 0.20 0.17 0.13
LPX +TS 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.08 0.08
II 0.06 0.07 0.27 0.12 0.09 0.10 0.38 0.16
II long 0.05 0.05 0.22 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.37 0.14
TS 0.09 0.30 0.56 0.13 0.19 0.30 0.39 0.28
TS long 0.08 0.19 0.45 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.35 0.22
minutes. The application of tabu search takes about
another 3 to 5 minutes for the largest instances.
6. Concluding Remarks
Our main goal in this paper was to make an empir-
ical comparison of approximation algorithms with
performance guarantees and local search heuristics
for R 
 
wjCj. The algorithms with worst-case per-
formance guarantees are based on rounding solu-
tions to relaxations of the scheduling problem; these
relaxations also provide us with lower bounds. In
Section 3, we proved that the best lower bounds are
obtained by the LPX-relaxation. In Section 5, we saw
that rounding the solution to this relaxation and then
applying tabu search on this feasible schedule also
yields the best upper bounds.
Comparing our results with the work of Savelsbergh
et al. (1998) and Uma and Wein (1998) on 1 rj 
 
wjCj,
we come to the same conclusions: Rounding a better
relaxation yields a better schedule, and the best sched-
ules are obtained by combining a heuristic based on
a good relaxation and local search.
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Table 7 HardestInst ances for LPX Approach
n×m 10×10 20×20 50×50 10×52 0 ×10 50×20 100×50
CQP 0.03 0.62 1.51 4.11 2.25 1.52 1.43
LPY 1.51 0.62 2.21 4.11 1.38 1.49 1.40
LPX 1.51 1.25 0.71 3.48 2.65 0.91 1.24
CQP +TS 0.03 0.33 0.34 3.48 1.14 0.46 0.61
LPY +TS 0.03 0.33 0.64 3.48 1.14 0.46 0.55
LPX +TS 0.03 0.33 0.26 3.48 1.14 0.52 0.60
II 0.03 0.33 0.04 3.48 1.19 0.48 0.48
II long 0.03 0.33 0.03 3.48 1.14 0.48 0.48
TS 0.77 0.79 0.24 3.48 1.57 0.52 0.57
TS long 0.77 0.33 0.24 3.48 1.35 0.52 0.57
With the work of Hariri and Potts (1991) and Glass
et al. (1994) on R Cmax there is some difference. In
an empirical evaluation of heuristics with a constant
performance guarantee, Hariri and Potts concluded
that the performance of these heuristics is unsatisfac-
tory, as a deviation from the optimal solution of more
than 10% was normal. Applying a simple improve-
ment procedure resulted in a signiﬁcant improve-
ment of the schedules. Glass et al. showed that some
good local search heuristics yield schedules within
1% of the best found solution. The procedures with
a constant performance guarantee that we evaluated
resulted in solutions that were within 1 or 2% of opti-
mal and for the LPX approach even within 0.2%. The
reason that the heuristics with constant performance
guarantee we considered are much better can be
found in the objective function. We considered the
sum of weighted completion times and each job con-
tributes to the objective function. Some jobs will have
lower completion time compared to that of an opti-
mal schedule, and other jobs will have higher com-
pletion time. In R Cmax the objective is makespan
minimization, so we only look at the last job to
Table 8 Time Usage in Seconds: Average Over All Instances
n×m 10×10 20×20 50×50 10×52 0 ×10 50×20 100×50
CQP 1.66 6 72 153 92 1.12 3.46 41 22 985 98
CQP +TS 1.75 8 92 225 79 1.21 5.25 95 66 1278 72
LPY 2.00 13 33 442 15 0.81 5.93 68 58 2407 76
LPY +TS 2.08 15 40 507 83 0.90 7.70 122 55 2684 35
LPX 0.05 0 41 14 36 0.08 0.59 28 56 684 89
LPX +TS 0.12 2 04 42 47 0.16 1.98 66 57 883 09
be completed: Of course this will never be lower
than in an optimal schedule. Also the objective value
for the sum of weighted completion times is much
larger than for makespan minimization, and the same
absolute difference yields a lower relative difference
for the problem considered in this paper than for
makespan minimization problems.
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